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ABSTRACT

The structure and function of conserved motifs
constituting the apex of Stem I in T-box mRNA
leaders are investigated. We point out that this
apex shares striking similarities with the L1 stalk
(helices 76–78) of the ribosome. A sequence and
structure analysis of both elements shows that,
similarly to the head of the L1 stalk, the function of
the apex of Stem I lies in the docking of tRNA
through a stacking interaction with the conserved
G19:C56 base pair platform. The inferred structure
in the apex of Stem I consists of a module of two
T-loops bound together head to tail, a module that is
also present in the head of the L1 stalk, but went
unnoticed. Supporting the analysis, we show that a
highly conserved structure in RNAse P formerly
described as the J11/12–J12/11 module, which is
precisely known to bind the elbow of tRNA, consti-
tutes a third instance of this T-loop module. A struc-
tural analysis explains why six nucleotides
constituting the core of this module are highly
invariant among all three types of RNA. Our finding
that major RNA partners of tRNA bind the elbow
with a same RNA structure suggests an explanation
for the origin of the tRNA L-shape.

INTRODUCTION

T-box leaders are 50 regulatory elements found in some
bacterial mRNAs (1–3). Their interaction with cellular
tRNAs, which determines whether the messenger will be
fully transcribed and/or translated, has been shown to
involve two specific regions of the tRNA: the anticodon
and the 30 acceptor arm (2,4). The anticodon interacts with
an internal loop (called Specifier) present at the bottom
of Stem I, the first major stem–loop of the leader.

The acceptor arm may interact with a downstream
antiterminator stem–loop if it is not aminoacylated (4).
Although other interactions are thought to occur based
on experimental assays, the nature of these interactions
remains unclear (2,3). Moreover, several conserved
motifs on the T-box leader, in particular an AG-box and
a GNUG-box on the apex of Stem I (5), have no known
function yet (2,3).

Based on a structural analysis in which the apex of Stem
I is compared with modules of the ribosome and the
RNAse P, we show that the AG- and GNUG- motifs
are parts of a single functional structure consisting of a
head-to-tail double T-loop module, the role of which is to
bind the elbow of tRNAs through a platform–platform
stacking interaction. Consistent with this finding, a mo-
lecular model shows that the structural organization of
Stem I allows the simultaneous binding of both the anti-
codon and the elbow of a tRNA. The resulting improved
model of tRNA–T-box interaction explains the effects of
mutations in Stem I and tRNA observed in mRNA in vivo
and in vitro expression systems.

Taken together, our results reveal that three major
classes of RNA (the ribosome, RNAse P and T-box
leaders) use a same structural motif to bind the elbow of
tRNA, a motif that was thus far only described in RNAse
P. This finding highlights a fundamental reason for the
presence of the G19:C56 platform, which is a signature
of the tRNA L-shape.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

T-box conservation analysis

The T-box Stem I alignment was assembled as follows. We
sought T-boxes in the 50 upstream sequences of bacterial
genes retrieved from NCBI bacterial genomes using the
RNAMotif program (6) and a T-box descriptor
(Supplementary Text S2) comprising the basis of Stem I
and the rho-independent terminator at the 30 end of the
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T-box. No sequence constraint was applied to the apical
loop. RNAMotif hits were filtered to retain only those
located upstream of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase genes,
which provided a collection of 131 T-boxes. The Muscle
program (7) was initially used to refine the alignment;
however, it generated disorders within the helical part of
the alignment. Starting from the RNAMotif output, a
manual alignment of the apex region of Stem I was per-
formed instead, ensuring that it would fit the secondary
structure model and locations of the AGNNA and
UGNNA motifs (Figure 3A). The final alignment is avail-
able as Supplementary Data S1. Sequence conservation at
the apex of Stem I was displayed using Weblogo (8).

Modeling of ProI Stem I

ProI Stem I was chosen for modeling among other T-box
leaders because a structure of the U,CGC C-loop motif
within Stem Ia (Figure 4A) was available (residues 2659–
2663 and 2705–2707 of Deinococcus radiodurans 23S
rRNA, pdb 1NJP). The structure of the L1 stalk of
Thermus thermophilus 23S rRNA (pdb 1VSA) was used
as a starting material because its apex possesses a
topology similar to that of Stem I (Figure 1A and D).
Bases were substituted and structural changes imple-
mented using the Assemble software (15) to accommodate
the ProI Stem I sequence while approximately fitting a

tRNA. Other structural motifs used in the construction
are as follows: Thermotoga maritima RNAse P (pdb
3Q1Q: head-to-tail double T-loop module) and Bacillus
subtilis tyrS T-box leader (pdb 2KZL: structure of the k-
turn and Specifier loop domains). The resulting model of
Stem I is shown in Figure 5B. Because no tRNApro struc-
ture was available, a tRNAPhe (pdb 1EHZ) is shown
instead in Figure 5B and in the Supplementary pdb Files
(Model of Stem I: Supplementary Data S2; tRNAPhe pdb
1EHZ: Supplementary Data S3). A final optimization of
the contacts with this non-cognate tRNA was not realized,
and Stem I was left in a slightly ‘open’ conformation.

RESULTS

The L1 stalk suggests the organization of the apex of
Stem I in T-box leaders

A comparison of the secondary structures of the apex of
Stem I of the well-studied B. subtilis TyrS T-box leader (2)
with bacterial 23S rRNA reveals a striking homology
between this apex and the L1 stalk (Figure 1A and D):
the bulge loop containing the AG motif and the apical
loop containing the GNUG motif are organized similarly
to helices 76 and 77, respectively. An examination of a
high-resolution crystal structure of the L1 stalk of
T. thermophilus 16) (no such crystal structure is available
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Figure 1. Secondary structures of RNA elements displaying a crystallographically established (A and B) or a predicted (D) head-to-tail double
T-loop module. T-loops are shown in red (first T-loop along the strand, T-loop 1) and blue (T-loop 2). The two residues preceding a T-loop are
shown in orange (T-loop 1) and cyan (T-loop 2). The dotted lines show the (established of predicted) base pairs defining the core of the T-loop
module (detailed in Figure 2B) and the functional platform (residues outlined with a circle). (A) B. subtilis L1 stalk (23S rRNA). The established
structure and numbering are from the crystal structure of T. thermophilus 23S rRNA (pdb 1VSA) (9). (B) T. maritima RNAse P: region of the head-
to-tail double T-loop module (P11–P14) (10,11). The tertiary interactions are from the crystal structure pdb 3Q1Q (12). (C) Sequence conservation
encompassing the two T-loops of the structures in A, B and D: 1) L1 stalk (23S rRNA), 2) J11/12–J12/11 module of RNAse P and 3) apex of Stem I
in T-box leaders. Sequence logos (highest value=2 bits) were produced using the Weblogo interface (8) while using the following sequence align-
ments: 23S rRNA: primary alignments of 592 sequences from three phylogenetic domains, from the Comparative RNA Web site (13); bacterial
RNAse P, class A: 340 sequences from the Ribonuclease P database (14); and T-box Stem I: alignment generated from 131 T-box sequences
(‘Materials and Methods’ section). (D) B. subtilis tyrS T-box leader: apex of Stem I. Secondary structure (solid lines only) and base numbering
according to (2).
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for B. subtilis) shows that the stem of helix 77 causes the
bulge loop between residues 2162 and 2173 to fold back
and form a complex interaction with the bulge loop of
helix 76 (residues 2111–2119). While helix 78 has no
equivalent in Stem I, the crystal structure shows that
this helix does not interfere with the topology of the
loop–loop interaction, implying that it may also charac-
terize the apex of Stem I. A detailed examination of the
loop–loop interaction shows that residues 2167–2171
(helix 77) form a T-loop (T-loop 2 in Figure 1A), which
binds the loop of helix 76 in the opposite direction. This
second bulge loop also includes a well-characterized
T-loop (T-loop 1 in Figure 1A), from residues 2114 to
2119. An extra residue (almost always a U, shown in
gold in Figures 1A, C and 2A) is present in between the
fourth and the fifth nucleotide. It is involved in an outer
interaction with helix 78, and virtually does not alter the
characteristic shape of the T-loop (Figure 2A, top). The
structure generated by the kissing interaction between
these two T-loops consists of a module we call the head-
to-tail double T-loop module (Supplementary Figure S1).

The apical residue (2169) of T-loop 2 forms a platform
with the penultimate residue (2112) preceding T-loop 1, on
which the conserved G19:C56 base pair constituting the
elbow of tRNA can stack, an interaction that is involved
in the removal of deacylated tRNA form the ribosome
(17,18). This suggests that the apex of Stem I in T-box
leaders is involved in the binding of the elbow of tRNAs
as well. The issue is examined further below.

Sequence conservation analysis (Figure 1C) reveals that
helix 77 and the apical loop of Stem I share a similar
conservation pattern comprising T-loop 2, suggesting
that this structural motif may also be present on the
apical loop of Stem I. Another striking conservation
analogy concerns the residues forming T-loop 1 on helix
76 and the AG motif on the bulge loop of Stem I. This
motif, however, does not include an extra uridine residue,
which makes it a typical motif found in T-loops (19). In
addition, the topology of the strands connecting the two
potential T-loops on the apex of Stem I is similar to that of
the L1 stalk (Figure 1A and D). This suggests that this
apex may also be characterized by the presence of a head-
to-tail double T-loop module.

A head-to-tail double T-loop module is also present
in RNAse P

Because the structural analogy between the L1 stalk and
the apex of Stem I in T-box leaders was not complete, we
sought additional clues in other RNA structures. We
realized that a structure described as the J11/12–J12/11
module in RNAse P (10,11) matches the description of
the head-to-tail double T-loop module of the L1 stalk
(Figure 2A). Although the strands connecting the two
T-loops in the RNAse P module are folded differently
from those of Stem I (Figure 1), the conservation
pattern of these T-loops shares even more similarities
with the pattern found on the apex of Stem I
(Figure 1C). In particular, this module is constituted by
two canonical T-loops, without extra residue. Just as in
the L1 stalk, this structure generates a base pair platform
enabling the docking of the elbow of tRNA (12),
reinforcing the assumption that the apex of Stem I has
this function. A comparison of all three patterns of con-
servation (Figure 1C) reveals a highly invariant motif of
the kind AGNNA . . . UGNNA encompassing the two T-
loops (Figures 2B and 3A). While each of the five residues
of any T-loop does show some preferences for certain
bases, T-loops are usually best characterized by their
structure (19). This conservation, therefore, suggests the
presence of higher structural constraints connected with
the formation of the module itself. A high-resolution
crystal structure of the L1 stalk of T. thermophilus (16)
and a crystal structure of the RNAse P of T. maritima
(12) enables a detailed characterization of the core of the
head-to-tail double T-loop module. The structure of this
core, identical in both molecules, precisely involves all six
residues with the highest overall conservation (Figure 1C).
It is constituted by two base triples stacking on each other
(shown by dashed lines in Figure 1A, B and D; detailed
interactions are shown in Figure 2B, left). One base triple
consists of a trans W.-C./Hoogsteen base pair between the
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Figure 2. Core structure of the head-to-tail double T-loop module. (A)
Stereo view of the head-to-tail double T-loop module of 23S rRNA L1
stalk [pdb 3U4M (16)] and RNAse P [pdb 3Q1Q (12)]. (B) Core of the
head-to-tail double T-loop module, involving the highly conserved
AG..A and UG..A residues of the two T-loops (Figure 1C). The two
base triple (Leontis/Westhof nomenclature), stacking on each other, are
found in both 23S rRNA L1 stalk and RNAse P crystal structures. The
structure on the right (pdb 3Q1Q) outlines the oxygen atoms of the
hydroxyl groups of both A50 and U50 closing residues (shown as van
der Waals spheres). The distance between this oxygen atom and A30 N6
of the corresponding T-loop (dotted lines) is 8.78 Å (L1 stalk) and
9.25 Å (RNAse P) for the A50–A30 closing residues, and 6.13 Å (L1
stalk) and 5.46 Å (RNAse P) for the U50–A30 closing residues. The
color code is identical to that of Figure 1.
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closing residues of a T-loop (A:A or U:A), while the A30

closing residue makes an additional transW.-C/sugar edge
base pair with the conserved G in second position of the
other T-loop. The other base triple is generated symmet-
rically, both T-loops being related by a 2-fold rotation
axis. In this way, each A30 closing residue of a T-loop is
filling the characteristic gap (19,20,21) of the other T-loop
(Figure 3B and Supplementary Figure S1). A structural
explanation for why the two T-loops have a different
50 closing nucleotide (50U or 50A) lies in a potential clash
between their 20 hydroxyl groups due to the strong inter-
penetration of the two loops. This clash is resolved if one
closing base pair (A:A) is wider than the other one (U:A)
(Figure 2B, right). Because of the symmetry, each side of
the head-to-tail double T-loop module potentially displays
a platform for tRNA docking, which is constituted by a
base pair between the central nucleotide of one T-loop and
the penultimate residue (50–30) preceding the first nucleo-
tide of the other T-loop (Figure 3A). In both RNAse P
and L1 stalk, only platform 1 is functional, leaving
platform 2 as a ‘shadow’ platform (Figure 3B).

Structural constraints exerted on the six residues
forming the core of all known head-to-tail double
T-loop modules may explain why they are highly
conserved in both RNAse P and L1 stalk. The presence
of this peculiar conservation pattern on the apex of Stem I
in T-box leaders is therefore in itself a strong indication of
the presence of the module on this RNA.

The apex of Stem I in T-box leader is docking the
elbow of tRNA

The above structural comparison of the apex of Stem I of
T-box leaders with the L1 stalk and RNAse P suggests
that it bears a head-to-tail double T-loop module
constituting a wedge for the elbow of tRNA. This inter-
action, which would add to the two established ones
involving the anticodon and the 30 acceptor arm (2,3), is
supported by several results. The formation of the T-loop
module itself on the apex is possible only if some struc-
tural requirements are fulfilled. An analysis of the second-
ary structure of experimentally assessed T-box leaders
(Figure 4A and Supplementary Table S1) reveals that a
distance conservation rule is narrowly observed, which is
highlighted by a correlation (Figure 4B): when the strands
connecting T-loop 1 to the base of Stem Ib (N1 and N2)
are long, the shortest path leading to the 30 side of T-loop
2 (Stem Ib+N4) is short, and vice versa. Thus, the longest
identified Stem Ib brings T-loop 2 back onto the top of
T-loop 1 owing to the curvature of the double helix,
enabling the formation of the module almost without
any adjustment (N1=1; N2=0). This geometrical
feature can be best visualized on our molecular model
(Figure 4C). A reanalysis of published MgCl2 structure
probing gels also supports the presence of the module
(Supplementary Figure S2A): both predicted T-loops are
resistant to Mg2+, whereas nucleotides predicted to be
single stranded are overall more prone to cleavage, with
the notable exception of the two residues preceding T-loop
2 (included in N3). The penultimate residue before T-loop
2 is part of potential platform 2 (Figure 3A), which is thus
likely to be the functional platform of Stem I because a
well-structured platform is expected to be more resistant
to Mg2+ cleavage. Furthermore, a comparison between
N1 and N3 residues clearly designates platform 2 as the
functional one. Gel structure probing is thus consistent
with the presence of the module, and provides an import-
ant clue about the actual functional platform. Note that
tRNA binding does not reduce the cleavage propensity
of the predicted functional platform, which is already
robust against Mg2+ cleavage without tRNA
(Supplementary Figure S2A, right). Another feature that
may help discriminate the functional platform in Stem I is
the base composition of known functional and shadow
platforms. A comparison of the two platforms does not
show any clear conservation signal that would be typical
of the functional platform in both L1 stalk and RNAse
P (Figure 1C). However, a clear distinction is revealed in
L1 stalk by establishing a statistics of the purine/pyrimi-
dine (R/Y) composition of the residues constituting the
two platforms, a result that can be expressed in terms of
normalized information (Table 1): both residues of the
functional platform (platform 1) are almost exclusively
purines (information=0.08), whereas this preference is
clearly not as strong in the shadow platform (informa-
tion=0.82). Remarkably, the results are inverted in
Stem I (T-box leader), for which it is platform 2 that has
the lowest information (all platforms are R:R). In con-
junction with the fact that some Stem I cannot form any
potential platform 1 (N1< 2), this result thus also points
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between the functional platform of the head-to-tail double T-loop
module of T. maritima RNAse P and the G19:C56 platform of the
elbow of tRNAPhe [pdb 3Q1Q (12)]. The two T-loop motifs are related
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code is identical to that of Figure 1.
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out platform 2 as the functional platform in T-box leaders
(structural constraints show that the occurrence of either
possibility is highly unlikely, see below). The unclear situ-
ation of RNAse P (both informations are at �0.2) may be
due to a different structural context around this T-loop
module. In particular, a G residue of the shadow platform

is involved in the first base pair of stem P12 (Figure 1B),
which might explain why it is conserved.

A constraint implied by the above results concerns the
distance between the T-loop module and the anti-anti-
codon, which must match the (highly conserved) dis-
tance between the elbow and the anticodon of a tRNA.
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Figure 4. Analysis of Stem I structures in T-box leaders. (A) Definition of structural parameters determined in 14 experimentally assessed T-box
leaders (Supplementary Table S1). The secondary structure shown is from ProI Stem I, adapted from (22) (Stem Ia=17, including a non-canonical
motif and an E-loop; Stem Ib=8; N1=2; N2=0; N3=6; N4=0). (B) Correlation between (Stem Ib+N4) and (N1+N2). Note that N4 and N2
almost do not contribute to the correlation (Supplementary Table S1). (C) Apex of B. subtilis ProI Stem I model (‘Materials and Methods’ section),
from top. The two curved arrows represent the main axes of the structural contributions of the parameters of the correlation in (B). The dotted
double arrow indicates a possible adjustment of the orientation of the platform as a function of the parameters of the correlation in (B). (D)
Distribution of the estimated length of Stem Ia. See Supplementary Table S1 for the method of estimation. (E) Improved model of the interaction
between a tRNA and a T-box leader, with the head-to-tail double T-loop module constituting a wedge for the elbow of the tRNA. The color code is
identical to that of Figure 1.

Table 1. Purine/pyrimidine (R/Y) composition of the two potential platforms in head-to-tail double T-loop modules of RNAse P, L1 stalk (23S

rRNA) and T-box leaders

Base pair RNAse P L1 stalk (23S rRNA) Stem I (T-box)

Pot.
platform 1

Pot.
platform 2

Pot.
platform 1

Pot.
platform 2

Pot.
platform 1

Pot.
platform 2

R:R 304 313 578 296 48 131
R:Y 32 27 10 178 6 0
Y:R 0 0 3 84 18 0
Y:Y 0 0 0 30 52 0
Total 336 340 591 588 124 131
Information 0.23a 0.20 0.08a 0.82 0.84 0.00b

The numbers of each potential (pot.) platform (see Figure 3A for the definition) were established from the same alignments used in the T-loop
conservation analysis (Figure 1C). The total numbers of the two platforms in each structure are not identical owing to the occasional unavailability
of some residues (involved in other interactions) or some alignment issues. The information (I) associated with each platform is calculated as
I=�� pi log4 pi, where pi=Total/no. platform i (platform=RR, RY, YR or YY).
Detailed results are shown on Supplementary Table S2.
aKnown functional platform (platform 1) of RNAse P and L1 stalk.
bPredicted functional platform (platform 2) of Stem I in T-box leaders.
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Figure 4D shows that the length of Stem Ia, which was
estimated from a uniform set of rules to include motifs of
unknown structure (Supplementary Table S1), is narrowly
centered around an average value of 17±1bp, which is of
the order of the expected distance.

All published results of biochemical assays we are aware
of are also in full agreement with our structural interpret-
ation. In vitro and in vivo antitermination assay experi-
ments in which tRNA modifications were investigated
show that, in contrast to other parts of the tRNA, the
length of the anticodon stem is critical: while a single
base pair insertion results in a similar activity, larger in-
sertions have a dramatic effect on antitermination
efficiency (23), as predicted by our analysis. Also in agree-
ment with our model, similar effects are observed when
the G19:C56 base pair constituting the elbow of the tRNA
is altered (24,25), or when critical residues forming the
T-loop module of Stem I are substituted, which would
prevent the platform–platform interaction from occurring
(Supplementary Text S1). Taken together with our
findings, these published results show that the wedge is
critical for antitermination (Figure 4E).

To assess the plausibility of the simultaneous binding of
a tRNA elbow and anticodon to Stem I, a molecular
model of B. subtilis ProI Stem I (Figure 4A for the sec-
ondary structure) was built from an existing structure of
T. thermophilus L1 stalk (pdb 1VSA), which provided the
general topology. The head-to-tail double T-loop module
was from T. maritima RNAse P (pdb 3Q1Q), and could fit
the structure with only minor structural adjustments.
Structural changes were implemented and the interactions
optimized using the Assemble software (15) to accommo-
date the ProI Stem I sequence while approximately fitting
a tRNA.

The model (Figures 4C and 5B; Supplementary Data S2
and S3) was obtained with only smooth adjustments, with
the exception of a kink at the junction between Stem Ia
and Stem Ib (Supplementary Figure S2B, left), which was
necessary to bend the T-loop module toward the anti-anti-
codon so that it can accommodate a tRNA. In vitro
experiments with a GlyQS T-box leader do suggest the
presence of a kink stabilized by Mg2+ at this specific
position (U50 in GlyQS T-box leader numbering), as it
is exceptionally prone to Mg2+ cleavage, in a concentra-
tion-dependent manner (Supplementary Figure S2B,
right). Following a similar MgCl2 dependence, tRNA–
GlyQS T-box leader binding experiments and in vitro tran-
scription read-through assays (24) show that high concen-
trations of MgCl2 are necessary to observe significant
tRNA binding and transcription antitermination, respect-
ively. With the only assumption that the relation between
the kink and the Mg2+ experiments equally apply to
GlyQS and ProI Stem I, our model provides an explan-
ation for the Mg2+ binding dependence.

The model clearly shows that platform 2 is the func-
tional platform docking the elbow of tRNA in T-box
leaders, confirming a prediction based on information
analysis (Table 1) and Mg2+ structure probing
(Supplementary Figure S2). Remarkably, the structure
of Stem I can resolve two concomitant constraints: the
distance between the anti-anticodon and the platform,

and the orientation of the platform itself, which depends
on the length of Stem Ia. We noticed that non-canonical
motifs are almost always present in Stem Ia
(Supplementary Table S1). In conjunction with local
adjustments of the orientation of the T-loop module (as
determined by the parameters of Figure 4B), these may
contribute to correcting the phase of the helix so that
the anti-anticodon and the platform are aligned. For
instance, ProI Stem Ia has a C-loop motif (Figure 4A),
which is known to increase the helical twist between the
two Watson–Crick base pairs flanking the motif, and at
the same time provide some local flexibility (26). Overall,
it appears that Stem I is a highly constrained structure in
which delicate adjustments position the docking platform
with respect to the anti-anticodon.
In summary, our results consistently indicate that the

apex of Stem I in T-box leaders displays a head-to-tail
double T-loop module with a platform for tRNA
docking (Figures 4E and 5B; see also Supplementary
Text S2).

DISCUSSION

Our study reveals that a recurrent structural motif, the
head-to-tail double T-loop module, is used in three
classes of RNA to bind the elbow of tRNAs: the L1
stalk of the ribosome, RNAse P and Stem I of T-box
leaders (Figure 5). Although no structure is available yet
that could further demonstrate the presence of the module
on the apex of Stem I, we believe that our present analysis
makes the case strong enough to claim that the module is
indeed present on this apex. Thus far, this special T-loop
arrangement was only noticed in RNAse P, where it is
known as the J11/12–J12/11 module (10,11), while the
module of the L1 stalk is described for the first time in
the present article based on existing crystal structures.
The widespread distribution of a module with such a

peculiar function suggests that the stabilization of the
elbow is a general requirement for proper tRNA
handling by the interacting RNA. This interaction,
which is at the same time unspecific and universal to
most tRNAs, appears to complement those involving the
anticodon and the 30 acceptor arm (Figure 6).
It may seem surprising that a large structural motif has

emerged repeatedly in evolution for the purpose of
binding the tRNA elbow. Two properties of the head-to-
tail double T-loop module may explain why it is most
suitable for tRNA docking. First, the core of the structure
is a very dense packing made up of highly conserved
residues that are almost exclusively purines (Figure 2B).
This certainly contributes to generate a stable platform,
most suitable for forming a strong stacking interaction
with the G19:C56 mirror platform of the tRNA, also
known for its stability (27). Second, the head-to-tail
double T-loop module is versatile because two platforms
(related by a 2-fold rotation axis) are potentially available.
Both L1 stalk and RNAse P selected platform 1 as the
functional platform, whereas, according to our analysis,
Stem I selected platform 2.
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Because a T-loop reaches a high stability only when an
outer residue intercalates into the characteristic gap
present between the fourth and the fifth nucleotide (21),
the remarkable reciprocal gap complementation occurring
between the two T-loops of the head-to-tail double T-loop
module, clearly visible in Figure 3B, is worth noticing.
This complementation does not occur in a related
double T-loop arrangement formerly described as the
nested double T-loop (29), which also has a platform for

trans stacking (Supplementary Figure S1). These two
types of T-loop arrangements suggest that, although
T-loops are still involved in several other kinds of struc-
tures, they do have optimal properties to generate plat-
forms for trans stacking. In the case of T-box leaders, a
rationale for the presence of a head-to-tail double T-loop
module is that the docking platform can be oriented
around the axis defined by Stem Ia by an adjustment of
the two correlated variables of Figure 4B. This may enable
an alignment of the platform with the anti-anticodon so
that Stem I can fit a tRNA. Interestingly, the kink
introduced in the ProI Stem Ia model contributes to op-
timally position Stem Ib at approximately 90� from Stem
Ia (Supplementary Figure S2B).

The universality of the docking interaction described
here may account for the origin of the elbow (and thus
the L-shape) of tRNA. It has been suggested that the
primary function of the L-shape is to enable the 30 ends
of A- and P-site-bound tRNAs to meet during peptide
bond formation (30). A bend on the tRNA is indeed
required to compensate for the angle between the anti-
codon stems of these tRNAs, which is generated by a
kink on the mRNA between the A and P sites (31).
However, other shapes besides the L-shape could work
just as well for that purpose, such as the simpler ‘boom-
erang-like’ shape found in mitochondrial tRNAs that are
lacking the D-loop–T-loop kissing interaction, for

A

L1 Stalk
23S rRNA

RNAse P

tRNA

pre-tRNA

B

tRNA

Stem I
T-box
leader

Model

Figure 5. Crystallographically established (A) and model (B) of tRNA–RNA binding in which a stacking interaction between the G19:C56 base pair
platform defining the elbow of a tRNA and a platform of a head-to-tail double T-loop module is involved. (A) L1 stalk–tRNA (pdb 1VSA) and
RNAse P–pre-tRNA (pdb 3Q1Q) interactions. Only a fragment of RNAse P is shown. (B) Model of B. subtilis ProI Stem I–tRNA interaction (see
‘Materials and Methods’ section and Supplementary Data S2 and S3). The secondary structure of Stem I is shown in Figure 4A. A tRNAPhe (pdb
1EHZ) is shown instead of a tRNAPro (for which no structure is available). A final optimization of the contacts with this non-cognate tRNA was not
realized, and Stem I was left in a slightly ‘open’ conformation. The color code is identical to that of Figure 1.

Figure 6. Universal contact regions of a canonical tRNA (left) and a
mitochondrial tRNA (right). 1=anticodon (contact through base
pairing); 2=acceptor arm (contact through base pairing); 3=platform
(contact through stacking). Adapted from (27) [see also (28)].
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instance tRNASer
UGA (28). Many mitochondrial tRNAs are

indeed characterized by the absence or a reduced size of
the D-loop and/or T-loop (32), which implies that they do
not have a platform for docking (Figure 6). Consistent
with this fact, both L1 stalk and RNAse P of
mitochondria lack the RNA segments generating the
head-to-tail double T-loop module (helices 76–77 and
J11/12–J12/11, respectively) (33–36), and therefore do
not have a platform for tRNA docking. Furthermore,
T-box leaders are also unknown in mitochondria. The
reduced complexity of the mitochondrial system may
reflect that of the primitive ribosome, predicted to lack
protuberances such as the L1 stalk (37).

Along this line, we propose that the elbow (and the
associated platform) is likely a late addition to the struc-
ture of tRNA. It has long been suggested that the original
tRNA was a short molecule bearing only the two func-
tions necessary for decoding genetic information: an anti-
codon stem–loop and a 30 acceptor arm (38–41). On the
evolutionary time scale, an elbow with a platform could
pop up in the form of a D- and T-loop kissing interaction
on an existing curved tRNA structure. This additional
contact region, optimally positioned at 90� in between
the anticodon and the 30 acceptor arm (Figure 6), would
be retained because it provides a great potential in terms
of optimizing the kinetics (and therefore the information
processing) of any tRNA–RNA interaction. The present
study suggests that the docking platform provided by a
unique structural motif, the head-to-tail double T-loop
module, would favor this evolution.
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